PARAPAN® CARE & MAINTENANCE
Contents:
Parastat 100ml (Anti static cleaner)
Abrasive Pad
Abrasive Paper (2*600 grade, 2*800 grade)
Parashine 100ml (medium coarse polishing compound)
Polishing Wax Block (soft finishing wax)
2 Microfiber Cloths
Sanding & Polishing
By sanding and then polishing, rough and matt edges can be given a highly polished surface.
Start by sanding with the 600 grade sand paper attached to the firmer side of the abrasive pad until evenly
sanded.
Then repeat this step with the 800 grade paper until all traces of the prior stage are removed.
The Parapan is now ready for polishing, this is the last phase of processing in order to get highly polished Parapan
surfaces.
If you have a polishing mop/buffing wheel then the wax block can be used in conjunction with this. You must
avoid overheating the surface of the material as this can result in thermal damage.
Finish the panel off with Parastat - Apply the Parastat to a microfiber cloth and clean the surface in a criss-cross
movement, then allow the film which develops on the surface to dry (Do not rub dry).
The alternative method to polishing is to use the Microfiber Cloths in conjunction with a small amount of the Parashine, then buffing in a circular motion until all sanding marks have been removed.
Again finish of the panel with Parastat.
Removal of scratches
To remove light surface scratches from Parapan the best method would be to polish the area of the scratch with a
microfiber cloth using a small amount of Parashine to buff the scratch away.
Finish the panel off with Parastat - Apply the Parastat to a microfiber cloth and clean the surface in a criss-cross
movement, then allow the film which develops on the surface to dry (Do not rub dry).
For deep scratches please see sanding & polishing above.
Cleaning
Parapan has a perfectly smooth surface to which dirt does not cling to easily.
Dusty parts can be wiped down with water, a soft cloth or sponge. Never rub when dry.
For thorough cleaning we recommend Parastat (also available in 500ml bottles), this is an intensive acrylic cleaner
that prevents static charging thus preventing the attraction of new dust. This also makes
Parapan really easy to care for.
Apply the Parastat to a microfiber cloth and clean the surface in a criss-cross movement, then allow the film which
develops on the surface to dry (Do not rub dry).
Parapan can then be polished with a soft smooth cloth which will leave the surface shining brilliantly.
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